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Abstract

Most people don’t use a formal geographical vocabulary, however they do use a wide variety of geographical terms on a daily basis. Identifiers such as “Downtown” are components of a vernacular geography which is vastly more used than the coordinates and scientifically defined variables beloved of most professional analysts. Terms like these build into the jointly-defined world-views within which we all act. Despite its importance for policy making and quality of life, attention is rarely paid to this vernacular geography because it is hard to capture and use. This paper presents tools for capturing this geography, an example of the tools’ use to define “High Crime” areas, and an initial discussion of the issues surrounding vernacular data. While the problems involved in analyzing such data are not to be underestimated, such a system aims to pull together professional and popular geographical understanding, to the advantage of both.
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1.0 Introduction

Every day, billions of people exist in a vernacular geography very different from that captured by standard geographical techniques. Millions of us “go uptown for the evening” or “go to the shops on Saturday”, meaning particular geographical areas, but without a clear definition of where or what they are. We avoid “the
rough end of town” late at night or park away from “high crime areas” without clear definitions of what these terms mean geographically, despite their links with our behaviour. Such vernacular geographical terms are a good thing: the use of descriptors like “Downtown” or “the grim area down by the station” allows us to communicate geographical references that often include information on associated environmental, socio-economic, and architectural data. They place us within a network of socio-linguistic communities with shared understandings and, less fortunately, prejudices. These vernacular geographical terms are not simply indicative - they often represent psychogeographical areas in which we constrain our activities, and they convey to members of our immediate socio-linguistic community that this constraint should be added to their shared knowledge and acted upon. This private and shared vernacular geography influences billions of people every day, and yet, because of its difficult and subjective nature, it is hard to tie directly to objective data so we can use it to make scientific models or policy.

In this paper we first outline the nature of such vernacular areas and define the conditions under which they gain problematic characteristics – particularly with respect to 1) capturing them, and 2) using them with standard datasets. We then address these two topics in turn: we present a Geographical Information System (GIS) developed to capture such areas, and then discuss some of the methods and issues that are key to utilizing such data in combination with standard datasets. As an example data-capture exercise, and to show the potential power of such data when used in combination with a traditional dataset, we also present a use of the GIS system to capture and analyze “high crime areas” within the city of Leeds, Britain.

2.0 The Nature of Vernacular Areas

Vernacular areas were first identified as a strand of geographical conceptualization by Schwartzberg in 1967 (Zelinsky, 1980). Much of the subsequent work has focused on sub- and super-State scale regions in the US
(for a review, see Shortridge, 1987), though as the examples above show there is also a great richness to be found at the community and small-group level. Plainly such features are a subset of the more general division of cognitive spatial objects and therefore fit well within the current research trend that aims to explain and manipulate all geographical features as perceived entities given a semantic solidity and manipulated within an ontological framework (for examples and reviews, see Cross and Firat, 2000; Mennis, 2003; Agarwal, 2005). However, as the commonest public mode of geographical reference, vernacular features are worth their own specific attention. Such terms stand in for a complex and interesting set of variable values and they have considerable potential, particularly within informed policy making. It should be noted that we do not deal here with the other component of a vernacular geography: relative or absolute vernacular positioning. Issues around positioning terms such as “near” and “far” are discussed by Frank (1996), while a mechanism for capturing and quantifying them is outlined by Robinson (2000). Here we are solely interested in vernacular objects themselves.

The chief problem with such objects is that they are not usually discretely delimited. Conditions encouraging this include:

1. **Indifference**: It is often the case that people refer to geographical areas without reference to their boundaries (Hadzilacos’ (1996) “Don’t Care” boundaries). For example, take the term “Town Centre”. Common uses (“I’m going to the Town Centre”; “This Town Centre is crowded”) only include points that are definitely “Town Centre” or not – the boundary between these states isn’t of concern. Because of this, there are no specific criteria for a boundary in the common understanding of “Town Centre”. Such terms are the geographical equivalent of open forms in mathematics, though more difficult to capture because they are defined on a point-by-point basis. The natural, though incorrect, assumption when faced with
such a term is that the person using it has some idea of a boundary that they can elucidate upon if questioned. This is not the case, and to use the term as if it was associated with a boundary is a misapplication of the term. We might regard the famous *Sorites Paradox* (see Fisher, 2000) as exactly this kind of misapplication – or, indeed, a tool for spotting when it might arise. The reality is that to use such terms as if they include boundaries requires the terms to be scrapped and redefined anew with extents (for which see (6), below). The fact that finite geographical features may be unbounded rather than simply indeterminately bound is difficult for GIS researchers, who generally solve indeterminacy by assuming there is a crisp border somewhere waiting to be elucidated as a polygon, albeit that it may be impossible to do so (e.g. Clementini and Di Felice, 1996; Cohn and Gotts, 1996; Schneider, 1996; Bennett, 2001; Bittner and Stell, 2003). It is rare for formal definitions of transitional areas between spatial zones to explicitly state that the change is too subtle to include distinct boundaries (for two examples see the initial definitions of the mantle transition zone by Bullen, 1940, and the Italian terms discussed by Ferrari, 1996) and these are not currently handled well in GIS. It should be noted that while the solution given in this paper alleviates this problem, it does not in any sense solve it, and we still await a data model that appropriately deals with explicitly unbound areas.

2. **Continuousness**: boundaries can be weakly delimited by people when there is a physical gradient between entities that need dividing, but there are no criteria determining where a boundary might exactly be placed. For example, how do we place a boundary around an area someone describes as “The Town Centre” when retail outlets and businesses are scattered across a city with varying density? This relates to (1) in that the redefinition of an unbound area is most difficult to resolve where the transition between entities is potentially continuous. Formally such an absence of boundary information has been used to justify a belief in *ontic vagueness*, that is, that vagueness is inherent in some objects (see Tye, 1990, for a
typical outline). However, the relationship between continuousness and (3) and (6) below is somewhat moot.

3. **Poor Precision:** people can resort to indistinct boundaries where there is an analytical proof or inductive suggestion of a discrete boundary, but our ability to locate it is limited by our measurement techniques or representational media. In more formal situations the alternative is usually to replace such boundaries with a simple and definite line at some scale of representation (Montello *et al.*, 2003, give the example of a line of latitude; see also, Worboys, 1998, for an alternative method of treatment). This is unfortunate, as these tend to be the boundaries where errors can most readily be quantified and then presented using a diffuse representation. Formally this is a type of *epistemological vagueness*.

4. **Multivariate classification:** people can prefer diffuse boundaries in the situation where a set of continuous or discrete variables that each have a different location in geographical space are binned together in variable space for descriptive convenience. For example, people may merge together socio-economic characteristics and then use this classification to delimit rough “areas” of a town, like a “Working-class area”. In more formal situations this tends to lead to discrete boundaries in geographical space based on the average borders of the constituent variables: a classic example is soil types. Prototype-based classifications in which variables at a location are compared to a set of ‘text-book’ classes and the location binned in the closest class typically produce such distinct boundaries (see, for examples, Kronenfeld, 2003). Formally there is no problem of vagueness here, as a classification could include, for example, the precise category “things that match two criteria from a list of four”. However, usually a less distinct boundary is preferable, hence their development in vernacular descriptions. The problems that arise with discrete geographical boundaries formed under this criterion are, again, due to a misapplied term: a term referring to a precise definition formed in one space (variable space) is used in another, inappropriate, space (geographical space). The better representation that a diffuse geographical boundary
can give is ancillary and a result of objects having more properties (in this case, spatial ones) than those they are classified on.

5. **Averaging:** Diffuse boundaries may develop where a more formal, discrete, boundary would be an average of time or scale-varying boundaries associated with a single entity. For example, contrast “the seaside” with the coastal line on a map, or consider what counts as a “hill” under different context scales (see review in Brimicombe, 1997). Cases where there is no strong definition of such boundaries (e.g. Fisher et al., 2004) will, to an extent, additionally fall under (1) and (6).

6. **Definitional disagreement:** Diffuse boundaries may arise where areas are represented by linguistic labels which have a different definition to different people. For example, an area felt by 20 people to be a “High Crime” zone may have a diffuse border across which less and less of the people feel their definition of “High Crime” applies. Such definitions are often ostensive (that is, they are defined by reference to examples) and thus this criterion also encompasses problems of relativity. These arise when groups try to compare terms defined using different subsets of all the possible examples: for instance, two people trying to delimit an area based on one’s notion of “High Crime” (developed in a Norwegian city) and the other’s notion of “High Crime” (developed in a British city). It may, of course, additionally occur that one person has conflicting definitions under different circumstances. Formally this condition is known as semantic vagueness under the circumstances where the vagueness comes from the interaction of multiple, possibly ill-defined, definitions. However, it may also be that someone is not able to articulate their definitions or we are not able to determine what all the definitions are. For example, we may have been told “most people think LA is a high crime area” but have no idea how “LA” or “high crime” are being used. Equally we may not be able to tell which out of a set of definitions should apply in a given situation or utilize them properly under our given circumstances. In these cases we are dealing with an epistemological vagueness.

It should also be noted that this situation is generally different from ambiguity in which one term is
attached to two or more distinct and agreed definitions and we are not sure which is being applied (Sainsbury, 1995; Bennett, 2001); under our condition more than one definition is being applied and in addition it may be that the definitions cannot be distinctly and clearly given or used. Ambiguity is more clearly resolvable as there is a definite single definition to be elucidated. Plainly definitional disagreement problems rapidly take over during the resolution of problems associated with (1), as people will have differing ideas about the nature of a newly demanded boundary. Thus, to some extent, a solution to this problem represents a solution to (1). Differing approaches to such geo-semiotic problems are exemplified by Bennett (2001) and Fisher (2000).

(Alternative discussions of general indeterminately bound objects can be found in Leung, 1987; Couclelis, 1996; Fisher, 1996; Hadzilacos, 1996; Molenaar, 1996).

Imagined areas that are casually (rather than scientifically) constructed by human beings tend to fall within all of these conditions. When asked, for example, to outline and justify areas where they think crime levels are high, most people will draw on a slew of continuous and discrete variables at differing scales of detail, historical experiences, urban morphology and mythology, as well as introducing linguistic vagueness. The resultant areas may be bound by prominent landscape features, usually for convenience, but are more often diffuse or unconsidered, and the level at which an area is perceived to belong to a category like “High Crime” often drops off over some distance (for examples and analyses of a range of vernacular areas, see Zelinsky, 1980; Shortridge 1984; 1987; Ferrari, 1996; Campari, 1996).

A second issue with such vernacular entities is that they are internally varied. High crime areas, for example, often have zones of greater or lesser danger. Overlaid on this will be a variation in the familiarity with areas or confidence with which people assign an area to a term.
Generally then, the act of asking people to define areas which they commonly understand by ostensive definition and without recourse to their geographical boundaries is problematic and unlikely to result in a traditionally scientific discrete description. However, the rewards for meeting people half way, delimiting such areas without too much concentration on their boundaries, would appear to be great as it should allow greater comparison with traditional datasets. Treating such areas as having diffuse boundaries would seem to be such a half-way position. In the following sections we present a system based on this treatment, and give an example of its use to show the potential of the data generated.

3.0 Capturing Vernacular Areas

Diffuse boundaries have been utilized in GIS since the development of raster datasets. However, the manipulation of individual diffuse areas is rarer, and generally such areas are generated through the application of either mathematical relationships or expert rulesets to raster or vector data (see Robinson, 2003, for a review). Here we present a series of tools for elucidating the extent of diffuse areas directly. The tools are accessed through three interfaces that span the needs of GIS users, that is:

1. A user input interface: specifically, the user is given a spraycan tool, familiar from many image editing packages, with which they can define diffuse areas of varying density on a map (Figure 1A). Attribute information can then be attached to the area.

2. A querying interface: this allows individuals to pull up attribute information by querying a map generated from the aggregated and averaged responses of all users (Figure 1B). The user querying the system picks a point on the map and all the users’ attributes for that point are displayed, ranked/ordered on the basis of how important the point was to each user’s definition (a higher density of spraying for that point by a user results in a higher ranking for that user’s attribute information).
3. An administrative interface: this features a tool for aggregating/averaging results from chosen multiple users and also displays their areas and attributes for individual-level analysis and editing.
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The system is comprised of the interfaces and a set of processing and storage components. There are currently three versions of the system: a client-heavy version in which the interface and processing elements are written in Java and the storage components written in Perl; a server side Java version with a thin applet client; and an ESRI ArcMap stand-alone version, written in Visual Basic (not Internet-enabled). The results in this paper were derived from the first of these systems. In the Internet versions, the interfaces run as Applets with a relatively easy setup for those familiar with HTML and Perl scripts. The software, known as “Tagger”, can be downloaded from http://www.ccg.leeds.ac.uk/democracy/

A typical area sprayed by a user can be seen in Figure 1A. The spraycan tool will be familiar to most people from elementary graphics packages, and takes little time to master if this is the first time the user has seen one. Graphics packages usually offer one of two types of spraycan (Figure 2). In the first, which we shall denote the “continuous-curve can” (Figure 2A), the whole area within the perimeter of the spray action is filled entirely, though subtly, at the first engagement of the tool. The longer the user holds the mouse button down, the more intense the level of spray becomes, weighted such that the most intense levels are towards the centre of the area. This results in a continuous density surface with a diffuse boundary asymptotic with the background colour from the image. The second type of spraycan (Figure 3B), which we shall denote the “dot-plane can”, sprays a set of dots on the image within the perimeter of its action. The longer the user holds the mouse button down the more dots are randomly placed within the perimeter until the area is a solid block of spray of a single level.
Usability tests suggest that the dot-plane can give users better control when delimiting geographical areas (Waters, 2002). Users are happier with their areas when they can spray more or less dots in an area, but spray well defined boundaries if they want to. This matches the notion that psychogeographical areas have diffuse boundaries, but that these can be combined with distinct boundaries at specific landmarks. With the continuous-can, it is a great deal harder to define a clear edge around an area. One might imagine two alternative intermediate spraycans: one in which dots are sprayed with a Gaussian-like distribution around the centre point, and another in which a continuous surface is sprayed without the curved distribution, however these are less familiar from image processing packages and the former seems to combine the worst aspects of the two standard algorithms.

A considerable problem in dealing with density surfaces of any sort over the web is the size of the data that results. While judicious and georeferenced convex-hull clipping can limit the size of the area stored, we are essentially dealing with raster data that includes a considerable amount of variation. The following procedure mitigates the problem:

1. The sprayed areas are separated from the background map.
2. The dot densities are converted into continuous density surfaces using a nine-by-nine averaging kernel (Figure 3A).
3. The images are reduced to a fifth of their size using averaged values (Figure 3B).
4. Standard lossless image compression generates images that can be opened in any standard graphics package. These, and associated attributes, are streamed to the server and stored.
5. The area is also added to a GZip compressed (Deutsch, 1996) data object on the server containing all areas and attributes. This is used for attribute querying and aggregate generation.

6. When the system is queried, the image processing is reversed (Figure 3C/D). The individual or aggregated images are expanded to their original size and inflation artifacts smoothed using a five-by-five kernel. To ease further processing they are left as a continuous density surface rather than re-represented as dots.

Tests suggest a typical compression rate is two orders of magnitude (a data object of 859Kb might typically compress to 67Kb using GZip, and to 14Kb with the addition of the shrinking process). User tests suggest that this compression maximizes the shrinkage and averaging the sprayed areas can be subjected to with the users staying happy that their views / areas are represented. Alternative data treatments based on interpolation (e.g. Laurini and Pariente, 1996) are unlikely to give better results as our criteria for the level of information stored is whether users feel they are being accurately represented or not, and the number of interpolation anchors is therefore likely to be high (for reviews of other field-storage methods see Haklay, 2004; McIntosh and Yuan, 2005).
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4.0 Example Data Capture

The system was tested in 2002 as part of a study of where inhabitants thought were “High Crime” areas in the city of Leeds in Britain. Crime surveys frequently show that respondents have a higher fear of crime than is justified by actual crime figures (for a review see Hale, 1996). The fear of crime can have a significant impact on peoples’ lives, with 29% of respondents in the 2001/2002 British Crime Survey claiming they didn’t go out alone at night, and 7% of people going out less than once a month because of the fear of crime. 6% of respondents claimed fear of crime had a “great effect” on their quality of life with a further 31% saying it had
a “moderate effect” (Simmons et al., 2002). Concern about crime therefore represents a significant influence on many people’s lives, and influences which areas people travel to at different times. Despite this, current models of fear struggle to predict it accurately (for example, Farrall et al., 2000, who used demographic, psychological and temporal factors only accounted for approximately one third of the fear levels measured). In part, this is because the difficulty in capturing the spatial aspects of fear has led to most models being aspatial. Overall, areas of perceived crime risk are likely to be important to both individuals and policy-makers, and provide a suitable test-case with which to investigate the capture and use of vernacular areas.

Leeds is a city of some 715,402 people residing within 562km², with 118,559 reported crimes in 2001/2002 (Kongmuang, 2006). Most of these crimes are concentrated in the city centre (Figure 4A), however this does not necessarily equate with the areas people feel are “High Crime”. To find out where these areas actually are, a web-based GIS was set up using the above tools, and a pilot group of people who lived or worked in the city were asked to spray those areas that they thought were “High Crime”, spraying more in areas that they felt were of highest crime (for example, see Figure 1A). They did not have to have lived in the area, and could spray on the basis of hearsay, media attention, personal experience or any other evidence they cared to bring to bear on the problem.

In addition to defining areas, users could attach comments to the areas. Once they had submitted their areas, users could view a composite map combining all the areas perceived by the community of users, and view people’s comments associated with specific locations (Figure 1B). Plainly in a more widely publicized project such comments would be moderated, though monitoring did not reveal that this was necessary in this particular study.
As the pilot users were gained by advertising the system within the University of Leeds, the group’s demographics or knowledge of the city will not necessarily be that of the general populous. Given the general correlation between University workers and broadsheet readership it seems, on the basis of the 2001/2002 British Crime Survey, that the risk overestimation of this group may be somewhat less than the general population (42% of Tabloid readers felt crime rates had increased between 1999 and 2001/2002, compared with 26% of Broadsheet readers, against an actual fall of 14%: Simmons et al., 2002). Given this, the results are indicative, but a generalized commentary cannot be derived from them - nor is this the purpose here.

Figure 4B shows those locations the participating community believe have the highest levels of crime. At each pixel the map shows the intensity levels for all users summed and divided by the number of users. That is, the average areas regarded as being “High Crime” zones. The colour scale has been stretched so that white areas are those that were not sprayed and the areas that were sprayed the most are black.

5.0 Example Data Utilization

Having outlined the problematic nature of vernacular geography, and given one method by which it might be collected, it is perhaps worth saying something about how one might utilize it. The analysis of such data is far from simple (see below), however, as a basic example to show the potential for such data to be used in decision making, the data generated by the study above can be compared with absolute crime levels. The same compression and colour rescaling treatment has been applied to the real data as to the user-sprayed areas. Figure 4 shows a simple subtraction of the two datasets which could be used to show broad, quasi-quantitative, estimates of the differences between perceived and actual crime levels for use in a decision making process.
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This simple processing suggests some of the potential power of vernacular data. We can use comparisons like this to quasi-quantitatively answer questions such as: “where do people have mis-perceptions as to the risk from crime?” or, had the areas matched, “what level of crime do people notice as ‘High’?” However, additional data could further enhance this analysis: spraying the areas users are familiar with might allow us to test whether their knowledge was representative of the broader population, or to normalize areas by level of familiarity. The fear maps could be compared with other human-centred data, like the Galvanic Skin Response maps of Nold (2004). Other information (e.g. demographics of users and where people have lived or experienced crime) would allow us to disaggregate the data, while the comments provided might also reveal the processes they used to determine the areas. Work in these directions is underway (e.g. Cressy, 2004) however it is still plain that this kind of quasi-quantitative approach is yet a long way from a full comparison with scientific data.

As noted above, users were allowed to see the aggregated map and query it for other users’ comments. This allowed the users themselves to gain from reflections such as: “how scared of crime are my neighbours” and “does anyone else feel the same way as me”. While there are obvious ethical, socio-economic and (potentially) libel and policing-related difficulties in presenting such data back to users, both in map form and as comments, in this pilot study it was felt appropriate to gauge use of the system. Initial analysis of feedback suggests the system (both input and querying) was well received by users (Figure 5).
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6.0 Discussion: Utilizing Vernacular Geography

6.1 Methodologies

A fuller discussion of methods for utilizing such data will be presented elsewhere, however having detailed the problems associated with collecting such data, and provided one possible solution, it is perhaps worth at least outlining some of the methods by which more quantitative analysis could proceed. Research in “Fuzzy” or “Vague” cognitive geographical objects offer at least four methodologies of some promise.

1. **Fuzzy Sets/Logic**: A growing body of work uses fuzzy set theory to define areas where boundaries are gradients (for reviews, see Jacquez *et al.*, 2000; Robinson, 2003). Under this model each point in a perceived area (at some resolution) would have a membership-level for one or more vernacular terms: a coordinate might be 80% “High Crime”, for example. The use is clearest when there are contrasting classes, even if these are implicit: 80% “High Crime” also suggests a 20% membership of a “Low Crime” class. Fuzzy Logic then allows us to build and quantify policy statements like “*if CRIME is HIGH, INVEST = MORE*”. Complaints against Fuzzy methods include the somewhat arbitrary nature of Fuzzy Logic and that it does not cope well with multiple, non-conflicting classes; contrast, for example “High crime areas based on media reports” and “High crime areas based on personal experience”. Generally, however, Fuzzy Logic’s ability to embracing and aggregate data of different definitions is usually seen as its strength. Fuzzy methods are often (unfairly) taken to imply an ontic vagueness which some theorists object to (c.f. (4), below).

2. **Statistical and probabilistic approaches**: If we represent perceived areas as surfaces across which a membership level varies we can make simple statistical comparisons with other data surfaces. The great advantage of standard statistical techniques like regression is that they compare datasets that we might imagine incomparable (“Rainfall” and “Air Pressure”, for example). Entropy / Confusion measures allow
us to assess the rationality of comparing a subjective classification with real data (e.g. Brown, 1998; Kronenfeld, 2003) while links between the datasets and evidence/action can be built through Bayesian reasoning.

3. **Mereotopological calculi:** Mereological Algebras, those that deal with parts and wholes, have developed to cope with three-part logics – that is, logical problems dealing with true, false and indeterminate questions. These have been extended to cope with mereotopological geographical entities (e.g., Clementini and Di Felice, 1996; Cohn and Gotts, 1996; Cohn *et al.*, 1997; Casati *et al.*, 1998) and positioned within Rough Set theory by Bittner and Stell (2003). The classic representation used is the “fried egg” model, in which a given geographical entity has an inner core which definitely matches a description (the yolk), a surrounding region in which there is no certainty this description applies (the white), and an external area where it definitely doesn’t apply (the pan). Representation is usually using vector polygons, and while the more sophisticated calculi can deal with multiple regions of certainty and suggest methods should be available for dealing with higher order uncertainty i.e. in the location of the polygon lines, there are still many real problems in these areas. Most mereotopology work centres on the spatial relationships between such entities (“do they overlap?” “is one inside another?”) rather than their comparison with other datasets, however, they are the basis of much of the work in Supervaluation Semantics (below) and can be used in Fuzzy Logic-like decision making (e.g. Kulik, 2003).

4. **Supervaluation semantics:** It is still a moot point as to whether all vagueness in world can be attributed to semantic vagueness – that is, because we can only use words to understand the world, all problems of vagueness are due to the vagueness of the terms we use. It would certainly seem the case in many situations. Supervaluation theory holds that multiple people hold multiple spatial and aspatial definitions of an entity, and the overlapping of these multiplicities generates semantic vagueness (e.g. Bennett, 2001). Although it isn’t a necessary component of the theory, it is usually assumed these descriptions are clearly
spatially defined, that is, for example, a single person asked for the area they consider to be “Downtown” could give a well defined and distinct boundary. Given this, multiple definitions of an area can be overlapped to construct a mereotopological entity in which the yolk is areas everyone agrees are “Downtown”, the white is where there is some agreement, and the pan areas where everyone agrees no definition holds (e.g. Montello et al., 2003). As such, supervaluation attempts to extend classical logic to vague entities – it allows one to say where something is, is not, or is definitely impossible to talk about consistently (c.f. Fuzzy Logic where an entity matches a description to some degree). Thus, supervaluation theory is clearly centred on the comparability of contrasting definitions (Bennett, 2001).

In addition, a set of less well developed techniques might be applied to such entities. For example, entities could be characterize as a set of Beliefs, avoiding some of the problems of not having clear definitions, and allowing analysis using a geographically enhanced calculi based on Doxastic Logic (i.e. one based on belief) or Dempster-Shafer (Evidence) Theory. The latter relates the proportion of evidence backing up a claim to Belief and Plausibility (Rocha, 1999; Comber et al., 2004). Techniques tying Beliefs and Behaviour together would avoid many of the problems of understanding the individual drivers behind these two issues. It is not the intention of this paper to look in detail at these possibilities, however, it should be clear that there are a range of techniques applicable to such data.

5.3 Problems

Whichever technique is used, there are a variety of data-centred problems that would need addressing before we might rely on such data. Briefly, these are twofold:

1) Fitness for purpose: both with reference to an individual (can data collected from a person for one purpose be used for another?) and the group (are two people’s data comparable?). As with standard datasets the appropriateness of utilization will be controlled by the level of generalization/specificity in
both the datasets, the uses in question, and the constraints applied. For example, we might envisage a continuum between “the area you mean when you say you are “‘going to the shops’ ” and “locations you go to shop, sprayed with an intensity directly proportional to the number of times you think you go in a week”. It seems clear that as the definition becomes more detailed the specificity of the problems we can deal with increases. In addition, it may be that we can move from quasi-qualitative analyses (“this comparison uses areas people produced on the basis of these other questions, and we believe the answers are co-applicable here”) to more quantitative comparability (cp. Guarino, 1998’s reference and sharable ontologies). For an extensive discussion of the possibilities here see Freksa and Barkowsky (1996) on a GIS to collect data specifically appropriate for a particular concept-based question area.

2) Precision and Accuracy: We need to quantify the precision during data collection and the appropriateness of our data as we move into higher or lower granularity fields. This is little different from standard datasets (see Worboys, 1998, for methods for coping with resolution changes in both standard and vague data). More problematically, how can we quantify the accuracy and confidence we have in our data? In standard data the precision of the collection instrument gives us accuracy metrics that can be used to build a confidence metric or even a measure of the plausibility that such data is useful in inference (see, for suggestions, Wilson, 2004). The same is certainly true of perceived areas, however, as the instrument used in delimiting the area includes the mind of the perceiver, we may also need to collect from them the confidence they have in their areas, either as a statistic for the whole area, or individual locations. The fact that relatively mature methodologies such as Multi-Criteria Evaluation, expert-driven analysis, and the generation of fuzzy linguistic areas from standard datasets all suffer from the same problem gives us some hope.
It is clear that the problems above relate to issues implicit in formal datasets, however our experience in dealing with them in this new context is limited to the point that we are largely willing to accept our paralysis rather than attempt what would undoubtedly be an initially naïve set of analyses. The considerable advances in solving these issues in traditional datasets should give us more confidence in dealing with perceived areas. Despite this, even in combination with the techniques from Fuzzy/Vague research noted above, it is far from clear that the sum total of problems is resolvable to produce a fully quantitative science. For this we would ideally construct a single algebra for manipulating perceived areas, possibly based on the notions of Belief, Plausibility and Action mentioned above. The degree to which this is possible or practically useful is unclear. Quasi-quantitative analyses, such as the “High Crime” example above, suggest it is a problem at least worth investigating. It should also be noted that such analyses, while problematic, are a considerable advance in representation on the aspatial aggregated statistics on opinions currently used in policy making.

6 Conclusions

We all live in a geographical world, even those without the excellent fortune to be professional geographers. This may seem obvious, but how often do we take this fact on board when describing this world? There are some obvious reasons why, as professional researchers, we work on the datasets we do: they are relatively simple to collect, have nice clear qualities, and we have reached a mutual agreement with decision makers that they are important. However, we tend to ignore the larger point: that this is not how almost all of the billions of people on the earth experience, utilize, and are driven by geography on a day to day basis. Standard geographical datasets, with their crisp boundaries, standardized metrics and precise definitions are plainly useful – astonishingly so, in fact, when you consider how few people even know of their existence, but to gain a real insight into humanity’s use, understanding, and interaction with this world, we need to see it as the majority of human beings see it: not thin and anemic, but rich and inventive.
With this mind, this paper details some of the problems associated with collecting vernacular geography, presents a system that overcomes some of these problems, and discusses how such data may be analysed across a range of quantitative depths. An example outlining “High Crime” areas has been given. While attribute information was collected for this (albeit very generally: the way people felt about an area), there is no reason why the system should not be used simply to delimit one type of area (“where is your community?”; “what areas do you know most about?”). Equally, such attribute information can provide the input into a more formal cognitive/semantic/ontological GIS (for reviews see Mennis, 2003; Cross and Firat, 2000; Agarwal, 2005).

The drawing together of professional and popular understanding of the world is to their mutual advantage. For the professional, capturing the popular worldview should bring enhanced appreciation of the driving forces behind people’s spatial actions, and allow us to better match policy to needs. For the population at large it will allow them to use their own voice to communicate the things of importance to them, rather than the ‘Latin tongue’ of the professionals. As such, the capturing of vernacular geography promises to enhance both understanding and democratic policy making, and to give a louder voice to a geography that is both rich and significant.
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**FIGURES**
Figure 1. A: a user inputted area of perceived “High crime”. In this case the attribute data attached is simple comments about why specific areas were chosen by the users. B: Output showing all user areas averaged and ranked comments for one area.

Figure 2. Two spraycan examples. A: continuous-curve can example from Corel® PaintShop Pro®. B: dot-plane can example from Microsoft® Paint®.

Figure 3. Compressed and inflated figures. Processing proceeds from left to right. A: density surface generated by kernel-averaging sprayed dots. B: shrunk image. C: inflated image. D: kernel-averaged inflated image.

Figure 4. A: Total crime densities for Leeds for all crimes recorded in 2002. Darker areas are higher in crimes (see text for compression and colour scaling details). The circular high is real and largely reflects the position of the inner ring-road around the city. B: Areas selected as “high crime” areas by users cumulated from August to September 2002. Darker areas are thought higher in crime. C: Difference in perceived and real crimes, generated after stretching the highest perceived crime area levels to the highest real crime levels and the lowest perceived crime levels to the lowest crime levels. Red areas may have higher crime than expected, blue areas lower. UK Census Wards are shown for reference (© Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service).
The system was easy to use and understand. This type of system should be used more widely for public participation.

I would prefer to go to public meetings on crime in Leeds. This is a good way of seeing what others think about where crime is in Leeds.

More detailed information would have made the system better. I see no benefit in using this type of system for public participation.

Figure 5: User feedback garnered by questionnaire at the end of system use.